
FreeFall - Dare to Live 
 

The Life Sciences Courses support individuals’  

pursuit of their human potential development. 
 

 

 

Eligibility Requirements: 
• Eligibility is limited to applicants who have demonstrated an active professional 

commitment by being a Certified BodyTalk Practitioner OR have completed 

BreakThrough Level 1. 

• Applicants are reviewed by PaRama Life Science Admissions Committee to determine 

eligibility. 

 

FREEFALL APPLICATION CRITERIA 
The FreeFall Course accepts 14 participants based on a thorough screening process by the 

Application Committee. Your commitment to the Application process is complete in these 3 

easy steps. All documents must be received before they are reviewed for confirmation. 

 

1. *Photo- Please send a recent photo within the last 6 months-prefer full length and 

head shot. Please send photo even if you have an IBA Membership Bio page Photo. 

2. *Application Document - Please clearly express your interest in FreeFall and why 

you want to participate in this course.  

3. *Registration Payment Document- complete payment form; transactions will not 

be processed until 1 month prior to class-unless specified on form with a specific 

date. 

 

*Confirmations will be sent to all pre-registrations who have sent in applications. Due to 

limited enrollment in this course, please ensure you pre-register early to avoid 

disappointment ... this course fills quickly. 

 

FreeFall 1 – Location: __________________________________________________ 

 

Name:   _____________________________________________________________ 

Address:  _____________________________________________________________ 

             _____________________________________________________________ 

Email:   _____________________________________________________________ 

Telephone:  _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Pre-requisites (CBP or BreakThrough 1) – which instructor? / which date? 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

 



Why do you want to apply for the FreeFall Workshop? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Are you restricted from any physical activity? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Have you in the past two years been under the care of a therapist or mental health 

professional? Have you experienced any traumatic or emotional conditions that are 

relevant to this program? If Yes, please share those circumstances. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you understand that your participation will involve working with the body; un-dressing 

appropriately for exercises and analysis; engaging in physical movements and stances; 

engaging in somatic interventions that may involve emotional expressions; when 

participating in a particular experience or for a specific purpose? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How often do you look at yourself naked in a full length mirror? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What attitudes or beliefs to you hold about your body image? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Finish this statement: I would like to address my body image so I can … 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please fill out this form, save it, and email this form to Claudia Schembri-Heitmann at 

balance@bodytalksystem.net - Applicants are reviewed by PaRama Life Science 

Admissions Committee to determine eligibility. 
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